Mr. John Greenwald

Dear Mr. Greenwald:

This is in response to your email dated October 2, 2012, requesting information under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) (enclosure 1). Under Department of Defense rules implementing the FOIA, published at 32 CFR 286, your request was categorized as “other.”

Enclosure 2 consists of a bibliography that contains unclassified descriptions of classified and/or unclassified/limited distribution documents related to your request. These documents may only be released by the controlling activity. Requests for these documents should be forwarded to the controlling activity, usually identified in the Distribution Statement field of the citation. This office upon request can research documents with no controlling activity identified. NOTE: Although some of the citations listed on the bibliography at attachment 2 may indicate that the document can be viewed and/or downloaded in full text, be advised that these citations/documents are not available to the general public through the DTIC Online Public Technical Reports database.

To date, there are no assessable fees for services from DTIC. Please understand that other members of the public may submit a FOIA request for copies of FOIA requests received by this office, or the names of those who have submitted requests. Should such occur, your name and, if asked for, a copy of your request will be released; however, your home address and home telephone number will not be released. Other private citizens who have obtained your name by using such a request may contact you; however, correspondence from the DoD about your request will be on official letterhead. Please contact me at (703) 767-9204 if you have any questions. Thank you for your interest in obtaining information from DTIC.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL HAMILTON
FOIA Program Manager

2 Enclosures
From: John Greenewald, Jr. <john@greenewald.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 1:08 AM
To: FOIA
Subject: FOIA REQUEST

Dear Sir,

This is a non-commercial request made under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act 5 U.S.C. § 552. Pursuant to the U. S. OPEN Records Act of 2007, my FOIA requester status as a "representative of the news media" -- a status entitling me to full waiver of your agency's records-processing fees incident to your fulfilling this request. For examples of my various publication credits in this regard, I refer you to my radio network, and my own personal radio show (syndicated on FM and AM stations) at http://www.blackvaularadio.com. My internet website http://www.theblackvault.com which holds a vast government document database, along with many freelance articles that I have written, which have also been published in magazines and websites, including OpEdNews.com, UFO Magazine, FATE Magazine, and others.

Additionally, I agree to pay fees up to ten dollars.

I respectfully request a WUIS [work unit information system] bibliography AND a Technical Report bibliography with the following keywords:

Operation Highjump

Or alternatively, Operation High Jump

Thank you so much for your time, and I am very much looking forward to your response. Please know that electronic delivery of the requested material or correspondence related to this case is preferred and accepted in lieu of paper copies via snail mail.

Sincerely,

John Greenewald, Jr.
Sincerely,

John Greenewald, Jr.

The Black Vault Headquarters

http://www.theblackvault.com

Follow The Black Vault on:

DTIC Bibliography

Export Time Stamp: 2012-10-02 06:46:25 AM
Number of Citations: 6
Format: FOIA UL Display
Search: ("operation highjump" or "operation high jump") not distco:(01 or a or 20 or 21)

EXPORT CONTROL
The following notice applies if this bibliography includes abstracts with references marked "Export Control" EXPORT CONTROL WARNING NOTICE This document contains technical data whose export is restricted by the Arms Export Control Act (Title 22, U.S.C., sec. 2751 et seq.) or Executive Order 12470. Violations of these export laws are subject to severe criminal penalties. Distribution of this document is subject to DoDD 5230.25.

DOWNGRADING ACTION
The security classification of each entry in this listing is current as of the date of the bibliography. Do not downgrade or declassify individual bibliographic entries without referring to the complete and current classification authority, duration, and change markings associated with the document referenced in the bibliographic entry.

DESTRUCTION NOTICE
For classified documents, follow the procedures in DoD 5200.22-M, National Industrial Security Program Manual, Section 7, or DoD 5200.1-R, Information Security Program Regulation, Chapter VI, Section 7. For unclassified, limited documents, destroy by any method that will prevent disclosure of contents or reconstruction of the document.

CONTROLLED REPORTS
You may obtain copies of controlled reports only if you are within the audience authorized by the secondary distribution markings assigned by the controlling office or if you are specifically authorized by the controlling organization. To request specific authorization, please complete a DTIC Form 55, Request for Release of Limited Document. Be sure to include all the information needed to identify the document and a justification as to why you need the document. DTIC encourages the use of the Automated Form 55 for those with access to the Internet. The Automated Form 55 can be found
IRD RESTRICTIONS

Independent Research And Development (IRD) information held by DTIC in its IRD Collection is Company Proprietary data and is only for the official use of DoD personnel registered with DTIC. IRD information is protected as Trade Secrets (per 18 U.S.C. Chap. 90, Sections 1839) and its further distribution is not authorized. IRD information, printed or displayed, will be safeguarded as required, to preclude unauthorized dissemination to non-DoD personnel and organizations. (Per DoD 5100.66 and DLAR 5230.3 Encl. 1 Paragraph 3F). Penalties for the unauthorized distribution of IRD information are extensive and severe. (18 U.S.C. Section 1905 and 18 U.S.C. Chap. 90, Sections 1831 and 1832)

WARNING TO CONTRACTORS

As a condition of obtaining DTIC services, all information received from DTIC that is not clearly marked for public release will be used only to bid or perform work under a U.S. Government contract or grant or for purposes specifically authorized by the U.S. Government agency that is sponsoring access. Further, the information will not be published for profit or in any manner offered for sale. Non-compliance may result in termination of access and a requirement to return all information obtained from DTIC.

ASSISTANCE

If you need assistance with the search strategy or format for your bibliography, please contact 703-767-8265/8274, DSN 427-8265/8274 or Toll Free 1-800-CAL-DTIC (225-3842), (Menu selection 3, submenu 1, Training/Search Assistance).
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